Abstract. In content-based image retrieval (CBIR) with relevance feedback we would like to retrieve relevant images based on their content features and the feedback given by users. In this paper we view CBIR as an Exploration-Exploitation problem and apply a kernel version of the LinRel algorithm to solve it. By using multiple feature extraction methods and utilising the feedback given by users, we adopt a strategy of multiple kernel learning to find a relevant feature space for the kernel LinRel algorithm. We call this algorithm LinRelMKL. Furthermore, when we have access to eye movement data of users viewing images we can enrich our (multiple) feature spaces by using a tensor kernel SVM. When learning in this enriched space we show that we can significantly improve the search results over the LinRel and LinRelMKL algorithms. Our results suggest that the use of exploration-exploitation with multiple feature spaces is an efficient way of constructing CBIR systems, and that when eye movement features are available, they should be used to help improve CBIR.
Introduction
Assume we have a database D of images and would like to find an image x ∈ D without having to conduct an exhaustive search of D. If we have not tagged the images in the database, then we would need to retrieve images using some content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system utilising relevance-feedback [9] ; a tool designed for accessing relevant images from a database using their content such as colour, shape, texture etc., and receiving feedback from the user on the relevance of images presented so far. We will refer to content-based image retrieval using relevance-feedback as CBIR throughout this paper. Using this relevance information the CBIR system should find relevant images quickly. The goal of the CBIR system is to produce the target image in the least number of presented images.
In this paper, we view the underlying mechanics of a CBIR system as an exploration-exploitation problem. We apply the LinRel algorithm [3] , a linear regression algorithm that efficiently carries out exploration-exploitation. LinRel makes use of side information -typically various image features -to estimate the relevance of an image. Since these estimates are imperfect, when selecting possibly relevant images the algorithm needs to trade-off between high estimated relevance and possible gain of information to improve the estimates.
Each image can be represented using many different feature extraction methods such as SIFT, histogram, colour, etc., and so its not clear which ones to use for the LinRel algorithm -as some may be good for some search tasks but not for others. A recent line of research, called multiple kernel learning (MKL) aims at finding a good linear combination of feature spaces [15] . The idea is to find the best weighting of feature spaces for a given classification task. By viewing the relevance feedback as our classification outputs we can learn a combination of feature spaces using MKL, and present this new kernel to the kernelized version of the LinRel algorithm. This removes the need of choosing explicitly which feature spaces to use and also tackles the problem of combining feature spaces with a non-uniform combination, unlike [8] . This algorithm will be called LinRelMKL.
Finally, we will also assume that our CBIR system has access to an eye tracking device, allowing us to record users' eye movements whilst they view images.
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This gives us an extra set of features for each image viewed. However, we do not have access to the eye movement features for the images not shown by the CBIR system. Therefore, we use a recent approach [11] of mapping the combination of image features we have derived (using MKL) into the eye movement feature spaces, using the tensor kernel support vector machine [12] . When used with LinRel alone we call this algorithm LinRelTensor and when also combined with MKL we call it LinRelMKLTensor.
We start with our problem definition in Section 2, followed by the LinRel, MKL, and tensor learning algorithms in Section 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes our final CBIR system. The experiments are described in Section 7, with concluding remarks in Section 8. We begin with some preliminary definitions.
Notation: Let x ∈ R m be an m-dimensional row vector, with x denoting its transpose. Let φ : x → H ⊂ R M be a mapping into a high dimensional feature space H. A kernel function will be defined as κ(I, I) = φ(x I ), φ(x I ) and accessed using an index set I. The cardinality of I will be made clear from context. We denote X = (x 1 , . . . , x t ) as the matrix containing t row vectors and I as the identity matrix. The covariance matrix can be written as X X, with its inverse as X X −1 . The notation x p will denote the p-norm of vector
x, where p = 1, 2.
Problem definition
In content-based image retrieval (CBIR) with relevance feedback [24, 8, 19, 18] , one can consider a model motivated by a filtering task, where a user wants to find a set of images relevant to his query. When presented with a collage of images, the user marks 6 all images which are relevant to his query. The goal of the search algorithm is to present as many relevant images as possible in early iterations of the search.
Our work focuses on algorithms and experiments for this model. The online algorithms build upon the LinRel algorithm proposed in [3, Section 4] . Before discussing the LinRel algorithm we will describe the user model we consider, the model for relevance scores and also the different image feature extraction methods used throughout.
The user model for the filtering task
We assume that the user is looking for a set of relevant images I in an image database D. The relevance of an image is determined by the user query, about which the search engine is informed only by relevance feedback. The goal of the search engine is to present mostly relevant images to the user, and only a small number of irrelevant images. The feedback of the user is given by a relevance score y ∈ [0, 1], with 0 meaning not relevant, 1 meaning relevant, and possible degrees of relevance for values in between. The relevance score can be given by an explicit binary feedback (e.g. mouse clicks), or implicitly (e.g. by recorded eye movements). The formal protocol for this model is outlined in Fig. 1 .
-In each iteration t = 1, 2, . . .
• The search engine selects an image It ∈ D and presents it to the user.
• The user's feedback is given by the relevance score yt ∈ {0, 1}.
Fig. 1: Original protocol for LinRel
The performance of the search engine is determined by the number of relevant images returned in a certain number of iterations. We note that in the protocol of Figure 1 only a single image is presented in each round and the relevance score is binary. This is the original protocol used to develop the LinRel algorithm in [3] . In a realistic CBIR setting, the protocol should be extended to Fig. 2. -In each iteration t = 1, 2, . . .
• The search engine selects n images It,1, . . . , It,n ∈ D and presents them to the user.
• For each presented image the search engine receives a relevance score yt,i ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , n.
Fig. 2: A CBIR protocol for LinRel
Thus the search engine described in Figure 2 needs to select a fixed number n of images, with the relevance scores ranging between 0 and 1.
Modelling the relevance scores
To be able to learn about the user's query from the relevance scores, we are making assumptions about how the relevance scores are generated. We assume that an image I is represented by a normalised vector x I ∈ R d of features (see subsection 2.3), with x I 2 = 1. Furthermore, we assume that the relevance score y I of an image I is a random variable with expected value E[y I ] = x I · w, w ∈ R m , such that the expected relevance score is a linear function of the image features. The unknown weight vector w is essentially the representation of the user's query and determines the relevance of images.
Features extracted from images
The feature extraction methods can be found below in Table 1 , with a detailed description of each method given in [14] . For each image I we will assume that each of the 11 feature extraction methods of Table 1 has been carried out. Hence, for each image I we will have feature vectors x I,1 , . . . , x I,11 .
A typical method of using all of these feature vectors would be to concatenate them together and construct a single kernel matrix, and run this through a kernelized CBIR system [8] . This would correspond to a uniform weighting of the feature vectors (i.e., kernels). However, it may be the case for some search tasks that, for instance "Histogram of four Sobel edge direction" would be more important than "CIE L*a*b* colour of two dominant colour clusters" features. Using a uniform weighting only assumes that both features are equally important. Therefore we will apply kernels for each of the feature extraction methods outlined in Table 1 , and apply MKL to find a linear combination of these feature spaces (i.e., kernels). For certain search tasks, this linear combination results in a non-uniform weighting, giving rise to higher weightings for more useful feature extraction methods. Table 1 . Visual features extracted from images 3 The LinRel algorithm and its "kernelized" counterpart
In [3] the LinRel algorithm was devised for a slight variant of the model described in the previous section. In this section we describe the LinRel algorithm with the necessary modifications to accommodate our model. We restrict ourselves to the case n = 1, i.e., only one image is presented to the user in each iteration. The general case i.e., image collages, will be discussed later.
The user model for the filtering tasks (in particular the model for the relevance scores) confronts the search engine with an exploration-exploitation tradeoff. Typically the search engine will maintain an implicit or explicit representation of an estimateŵ of the unknown weight vector w. When selecting the next image for presentation to the user, the search engine might simply select the image with highest estimated relevance score based onŵ. But since the estimateŵ might be inaccurate, this exploitative choice might be suboptimal. Alternatively, the search engine might exploratively select an image for which the user feedback improves the accuracy of the estimateŵ, enabling better image selections in subsequent iterations.
In each iteration t, LinRel obtains an estimateŵ t by solving the linear regression problem y t ≈ X t ·ŵ t , where
is the column vector of relevance scores received so far, and
. .
is the matrix of row feature vectors of the images presented so far. Based on the estimated weight vectorŵ, LinRel calculates an estimated relevance scorê y I = x I ·ŵ for each image I that has not already been presented to the user. To deal with the exploration-exploitation trade-off, LinRel selects for presentation not the image with largest estimated relevance score, but the image with the largest upper confidence bound for the relevance score. The upper confidence bound for an image I is calculated asŷ I + cσ I , whereσ I is an upper bound on the standard deviation of the relevance estimateŷ I . The constant c is used to adjust the confidence level of the upper confidence bound. The rationale for using upper confidence bounds is that an image gets selected if (a) its relevance score is indeed large, or (b) the estimated relevance score is rather unreliable and the resulting confidence interval is large. Case (a) gives an exploitative choice, while case (b) improves the estimates and thus is explorative. It has been shown that upper confidence bounds are a versatile tool to balance exploration and exploitation in online selection problems [1, 4, 3] . In [3] rigorous bounds on the performance of LinRel are proven.
In each iteration t the regularised LinRel algorithm for n = 1 [5] , calculates
for each image I and selects for presentation the image I t which maximises
for some specified constant c > 0.
Kernelization and selection of image collages
Kernel learning [21] can be integrated into the LinRel algorithm. A kernel learning algorithm learns a suitable metric between images in respect to a user query, by finding a good kernel function. Since only in each iteration the kernelized LinRel algorithm relies on a fixed kernel function, the integration of kernel learning into LinRel is very simple: LinRel calls the kernel learning algorithm at the beginning of each iteration and then uses the kernel matrix returned by the kernel learning algorithm. To kernelize LinRel [5] ,
where I 1 , . . . , I t−1 are the images selected in iterations i = 1, . . . , t − 1 and K t is the Gram matrix
Thus a I can be calculated by using only the kernel function κ(·, ·). Since the selection rule (2) remains unchanged, this gives the kernelized version of LinRel. Furthermore, three methods for the selection of image collages are used and evaluated in this paper:
1. Select the images I t,1 , . . . , I t,n with maximal upper confidence bounds a I · y t + c 2 ||a I ||, where a I = x I · (X t X t + µI) −1 X t with X t and y t , 2. Select image I t,1 with the maximal upper confidence bound a I · y t + c 2 ||a I ||. Select the images I t,2 , . . . , I t,n with maximal estimated relevance score a I ·y t , 3. For k = 1, . . . , n select image I t,k which maximises a I · y t,k + c 2 ||a I ||, where
where the matrix X t,k augments X t by the feature vectors of the already selected images I t,1 , . . . , I t,k−1 ,
. . .
The vector y t,k augments the vector of previous outcomes y t by the expected outcomes for the already selected images,
The first method presents those n images with the highest upper confidence bounds. However, a drawback of relying only on the upper confidence values is that the similarities of the selected images are not considered. A simple method to avoid this problem is to use just one image for exploration (the second method) -by selecting the image with the maximum upper confidence boundŷ I + cσ I -and selecting the remaining n − 1 images exploitatively just according to the maximum estimated relevance scoresŷ I . Thus this second method does as little exploration as possible, while the first method does the maximal possible exploration. The third method we consider covers the middle ground between these two extreme methods. It selects the images I 1 , . . . , I n for presentation sequentially, still relying on the upper confidence bounds, but when selecting image I k it takes into account the exploration already done for images I 1 , . . . , I k−1 .
Multiple kernel learning to update the feature space
In multiple kernel learning (MKL) [15, 7, 2] we would like to solve a classification 8 problem using a combination of kernels to find (a) the weights of each kernel, and (b) the optimal dual weight vector of the combined kernel. The standard MKL framework has been proposed using the SVM and so we will also adopt this algorithm in our system. Given a set of kernels, the main goal of MKL is to find a non-uniform weighting of these kernels to help improve the classification task, over and above what could be achieved using a single kernel from the set.
More formally, assume we have a set of kernel functions K = {κ 1 , . . . , κ K }. Given a vector η = (η 1 , . . . , η K ) of coefficients and kernel functions κ i (·, ·) for i = 1, . . . , K, we can define the following linear combination of kernel functions:
In our case the kernels correspond to the K = 11 feature extraction methods from Table 1 and each component of η is the weighting of each of these features. From the previous section we know that the kernelized LinRel requires a kernel function between images. Therefore, after the user is presented with a set of images and classifies them as relevant or not, we will have access to these viewed images and their classifications ∈ {0, 1}. Using this information we can have the LinRelMKL algorithm:
where I 1 , . . . , I t−1 are the images selected in iterations i = 1, . . . , t − 1 and K η t is the Gram matrix K η t = (κ η (I i , I j )) 1≤i,j≤t−1 . Thus a I (η) can be calculated by using the MKL derived kernel function κ η (·, ·). It should be noted that the LinRelMKL algorithm can only learn after feedback has been given. In the CBIR protocol we follow, learning occurs after every page of images has been presented.
We follow an MKL approach recently proposed [13] that looks for a 1-norm 2-norm regularisation of the primal weight vectors in each feature space. The idea is to constrain the 2-norm of each weight vector w k ∈ R m (note w k is the weight vector in the kth feature space):
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter, which gives us the standard 1-norm MKL regularisation when λ = 1 and the 2-norm when λ = 0, C is the SVM penalty parameter and ξ denotes the slack variables. Any values of λ between 1 and 0 will solve the MKL problem with a regularisation between a 1-norm and 2-norm. The justification of this form of regularisation is that in our CBIR system we expect that early on in the search, all features will need to be active, but as the search continues and more feedback is given we should be able to concentrate on a smaller number of relevant feature spaces (as λ → 1).
We should point out that computing the kernels at each stage of a search page may become cumbersome for a large number of search pages. However, typically a CBIR search may only last 20 search pages, which, in our setting of presenting 15 images per search page (see Section 7) would correspond to kernel matrices of size 300 × 300. Therefore, the use of MKL together with LinRel in a CBIR system can be practical for the very reason that CBIR searches will never exceed a large number of search pages.
We have now described all of the principle components needed for our CBIR system when it has access to several different feature extraction methods. In the next section we discuss the integration of eye movement features.
Tensor learning for eye movements as new features
In this section we outline the approach taken when eye movement features are also available. We assume that the CBIR system has access to an eye tracking device, which tracks the eye movements of users whilst they view images. We follow the approach outlined in [11] . The idea is to create a tensor kernel between the image and eye movement features, and then to solve a tensor kernel SVM, in order to enrich our image feature space with eye movements. Note that we do not use eye movement features for relevance feedback but as an extra set of features. Our goal is to incorporate the information gained from the eye movements, into a new set of features and combine them with the content-based image features described in Table 1 , using the MKL approach of the previous section.
The underlying idea for using tensors is for the creation of rich semantic representation that captures all possible relationships between features of two or more views (sources). This tensor representation creates an implicit correlation space in which we solve our learning problem -of course we must have an existing belief that there is some relationship between the different representationswhich in our case is a valid assumption as we extract image and eye movement features of the same images.
An explicit mapping of the feature spaces and the tensor computation become computationally infeasible. However, recent papers have shown that the mapping can be made implicitly using the kernel trick [22, 17] -by simply taking the dot product between each individual kernel. For instance, let φ(x I ) be the vector x I mapped using feature mapping φ (i.e., image features), and let ψ(x I ) be the vector x I mapped using feature mapping ψ (i.e., eye movement features). Therefore we have:
where • denotes the tensor product. Hence, the Gram matrix K φ and K ψ of each view is multiplied together using a component-wise product:
where · denotes the component-wise product. Further to this the kernel matrix K φ•ψ is used to train a tensor kernel SVM [12] to generate a weight matrix W (see below). However, this weight matrix is composed of both views, and needs to be decomposed into one weight vector per view (i.e., one for φ and one for ψ). This has been resolved by [12] who propose a novel singular value decomposition (SVD) like approach for decomposing the resulting tensor weight matrix into its two component parts, without needing to directly access the feature space. They demonstrate that the weight matrix can be decomposed into a sum of tensor products of corresponding weight components. Hence
where D is similar to the number of components in SVD and where each w 
where β d , γ d are dual variables (see [12] for decomposition details). In our CBIR system we do not have the eye movement features for images not yet displayed to the user. Despite this restriction we are still interested in improving the semantic space by using both eye movements and image features during the phase when users have access to them, but then switching to using image features when deciding on which images to present next. Recall that we have access to K feature extraction methods (see Table 1 ) corresponding to feature maps φ 1 , . . . , φ K , and we construct a kernel κ η using a convex combination of the K feature spaces (see section 4). Following [11] we use the proposed decomposition and create a new feature representation for image featureŝ
where we now have a kernelκ η (I, I) = φ (x I ),φ(x I ) constructed from these new image featuresφ(x). Hence, the LinRelMKLTensor algorithm is:
where I 1 , . . . , I t−1 are the images selected in iterations i = 1, . . . , t − 1 andK η t is the Gram matrixK η t = (κ η (I i , I j )) 1≤i,j≤t−1 . Figure 3 describes pictorially the components of our proposed CBIR system. We have the "DATABASE" which contains all images we have access to. The LinRel algorithm has direct access to the images from the database. Furthermore, after presenting some images to the "USER", the system receives feedback on the images that are relevant/non relevant by the user. This feedback is then passed to "MKL" and "Tensor" (when eye movements are available) in order to learn an enriched feature space utilising image and eye movement features as outlined in Sections 4 and 5 (i.e., LinRelMKL and LinRelMKLTensor). This protocol is repeated until the user is satisfied with the search, and retrieved the image(s) they were looking for. In general, any number of images may be presented to the user but in our experiments we will present 15 images per search page.
When "MKL" is not utilised, but eye movements are available for "Tensor" then we will assume that LinRel receives a sum of uniform weighted kernels i.e., η = (1/K, . . . , 1/K). We call this algorithm LinRelTensor.
Experiments
The database used for images was the PASCAL VOC 2007 challenge database [10] which contains over 9000 images, each of which contains at least 1 object from a possible list of 20 objects such as cars, trains, cows, people, etc.,. There were T = 23 users in the experiments, and participants were asked to view twenty pages, each of which contained fifteen images. Their eye movements were recorded by a Tobii X120 eye tracker [23] connected to a PC using a 19-inch monitor (resolution of 1280x1024). The eye tracker has approximately 0.5 degrees of accuracy with a sample rate of 120 Hz and used infrared lens to detect pupil centres and corneal reflection. Figure 4 shows an example image presented to a user along with the eye movements (in red). Fig. 4 : An example page shown to a participant. Eye movements of the participant are shown in red. The red circles mark fixations and small red dots correspond to raw measurements that belong to those fixations. The black dots mark raw measurements that were not included in any of the fixations.
Each participant was asked to carry out one search task among a possible of three, which included looking for a Bicycle (8 users), a Horse (7 users) or some form of Transport (8 users) . Any images within a search page that a user thought contained images from there search, they marked as relevant using mouse clicks.
The eye movement features extracted from the Tobii eye tracker can be found in Table 1 of [16] and was collected by [20] . Most of these are motivated by features considered in the literature for text retrieval studies -however, in addition, they also consider more image-based eye movement features. These are computed for each full image and based on the eye trajectory and locations of the images in the page. They cover the three main types of information typically considered in reading studies: fixations, regressions, and re-fixations. The number of features extracted were 33, computed from: (i) raw measurements from the eye tracker; (ii) fixations estimated from the raw measurements using the standard ClearView fixation filter provided with the Tobii eye tracking software, with settings of: "radius 50 pixels, minimum duration 100 ms".
For each subjects feedback and eye movement data, we train our system to find the most relevant images for the given search task (i.e., Train, Horse or Transport). We randomly permute the images and choose 15 images initially to present to our CBIR system. Our system then trains the MKL (if used) and tensor kernel SVM (if used) to pass a new kernel to LinRel, which then chooses the next set of 15 images to be presented. This is repeated until all images are presented. We measure our success using Average Precision -in other words, by looking at the number of retrieved images with respect to their rank. For our results we used several random seeds to initialise the first set of images presented to the CBIR system, and averaged over them.
For our experiments we use linear kernels 9 constructed using the features presented in Table 1 and the eye movement features described above. Table 2 presents the Average Precision results, where we used a leave-one-subject-out strategy to optimise the parameters for the LinRel algorithm, for various values 10 of c and µ. Furthermore, we selected method 2 from Subsection 3.1 which seemed to generate the best performance out of the three methods outlined there. Parameters for all other algorithms were kept fixed. The LinRel column is the kernelized LinRel algorithm using a sum of uniform weighted linear kernels. The LinRelMKL column corresponds to a kernel being learnt for LinRel using MKL. 11 The LinRelTensor column corresponds to no MKL being learnt (hence, a default uniform weighting of kernels) but tensor kernel SVM 12 being trained to find a new feature space. Finally, the LinRelMKLTensor column corresponds to both the MKL and tensor kernel SVM being used to find an appropriate kernel for LinRel.
We can see by comparing the LinRel and LinRelMKL methods that applying MKL can improve the Average Precision. However, when eye movements are available then LinRelTensor and LinRelMKLTensor are clearly superior and help improve the search results, with LinRelMKLTensor being better than LinRelMKL with a statistical significance (Wilcoxon signed test) of p = 0.05. 9 Nonlinear kernels can also be used, but we chose linear kernels for their simplicity and for proof of concept. 10 µ = (10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 10 0 , 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 ), c = (10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 10 0 , 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 ). 11 MKL used fixed parameter λ = 0.5 throughout the experiments, and a penalty parameter C = 1. 12 penalty parameter C = 1. 
Conclusions
We described a novel content-based image retrieval system (CBIR) using relevancefeedback, which views the problem as an exploration-exploitation problem -by using a kernelized version of the LinRel algorithm together with multiple kernel learning (when several different feature extraction methods are available) we demonstrated that we can combine these two algorithms together to learn different feature weightings (LinRelMKL). We also proposed a novel technique of combining the kernel constructed using MKL (on image features) and the kernel constructed using eye movements. This kernel was then trained using the tensor kernel SVM to yield a new feature space combining eye movement and image feature spaces. We called this algorithm LinRelMKLTensor and observed that the search results improved over all other methods (on average). Hence, when eye movement features are available then they should be used in order to improve CBIR systems.
In the current work we only used linear kernels constructed from the image and eye movement features. In future work we plan to use a parameterised family of kernels such as Gaussian kernels. Initial results on Gaussian kernels for the kernelized LinRel algorithm have reported good results. Furthermore, by constructing several different Gaussian kernels per feature extraction method our model would find a weighted combination of important kernels using the MKL component of the system. This would also give us a much larger set of kernels -shown to be effective at improving MKL [6] .
Also, we used the discrete values of the feedback received from users to train the MKL and tensor kernel SVM. However, we could of course apply a regression version of MKL and a tensor kernel support vector regression (for instance), by using the real valued relevance estimates provided by users. This would also more closely resemble the optimisation problem solved by LinRel, which is itself a linear regression algorithm.
Another line of further research is to use the eye movements for (implicit) relevance feedback. The system we have outlined in this paper only uses explicit feedback from mouse clicks to determine the relevance of images. However, by utilising the eye movements we could predict the relevance of images based on what users look at. This would make the CBIR system much more automated and require less explicit interaction by the user. We have carried out preliminary work using our system with such a mechanism in place, and the results are encouraging. We plan to discuss these results in future studies.
